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Ocean temperature observations are crucial for a host of climate research and
forecasting activities, such as climate monitoring, ocean reanalysis and state estimation,
seasonal-to-decadal forecasts, and ocean forecasting. For all of these applications, it is
crucial to understand the uncertainty attached to each of the observations, accounting for
changes in instrument technology and observing practices over time. Here, we describe
the rationale behind the uncertainty specification provided for all in situ ocean temperature
observations in the International Quality-controlled Ocean Database (IQuOD) v0.1, a
value-added data product served alongside the World Ocean Database (WOD). We
collected information from manufacturer specifications and other publications, providing
the end user with uncertainty estimates based mainly on instrument type, along with
extant auxiliary information such as calibration and collection method. The provision of a
consistent set of observation uncertainties will provide a more complete understanding
of historical ocean observations used to examine the changing environment. Moving
forward, IQuOD will continue to work with the ocean observation, data assimilation and
ocean climate communities to further refine uncertainty quantification. We encourage
submissions of metadata and information about historical practices to the IQuOD project
and WOD.
Keywords: XBT, ocean temperature profiles, ocean data assimilation, ocean climate, accuracy, uncertainty, bias
correction
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1. INTRODUCTION
Historical ocean temperature profile observations provide a
critical element for a host of ocean and climate research activities.
These include evaluating past variations in sea level and Earth’s
energy imbalance (Church et al., 2011; WCRP Global Sea Level
Budget Group, 2018; Meyssignac et al., 2019; Frederikse et al.,
2020; Von Schuckmann et al., 2020), monitoring observed ocean
heat content changes (Palmer et al., 2019; Johnson and Lyman,
2020; Trewin et al., 2021), construction of objective analyses
for climate monitoring and model evaluation (e.g., Good et al.,
2013; Cheng et al., 2019), construction of ocean climatologies
from observations (Roemmich and Gilson, 2009; Boyer et al.,
2018c; Gouretski, 2018), ocean state estimation (or reanalyses)
through data assimilation tools for studying variability and
change (Balmaseda et al., 2015; Storto et al., 2019), providing
initial conditions for seasonal-to-decadal prediction systems
(Doblas-Reyes et al., 2013; Meehl et al., 2014), and climate model
evaluation and development (Eyring et al., 2019).
The International Quality-controlled Ocean Database
(IQuOD) initiative represents a community effort to create
the most globally complete temperature profile dataset, with
comprehensive metadata and uncertainty information to
promote progress in all the above research avenues. The
IQuOD project supports the overarching goal of the Ocean
Best Practices System: To have agreed and broadly adopted
methods across ocean research, operations and applications
(https://www.oceanbestpractices.org/), by creating a uniformly
quality controlled data set with internationally agreed upon
processes and expert quality control. The freely available IQuOD
v0.1 (The IQuOD Team, 2018) is a value-added data product
served alongside the World Ocean Database (WOD) (Boyer
et al., 2018a) that includes observational uncertainty estimates
and important additional metadata and bias corrections for
eXpendable BathyThermograph (XBT) instruments.
IQuOD will facilitate improved ocean state estimate products
through improved data quality information and bias correction,
and the addition of uncertainty estimates. With uniform,
community-wide quality control, the IQuOD could, for example,
provide a uniform baseline for calculations across objective
analysis products (e.g., Cheng et al., 2021). Furthermore, when
such observational uncertainty information is fed into objective
analysis methods (such as in Mariano and Brown, 1992), it
will have the potential to lead to improved estimation of the
uncertainty in gridded products and/or rapidmodel initialization
as in Simoncelli et al. (2011). Knowledge of uncertainties as well
as uncorrected errors in ocean profile temperature observations
is also crucial for improved data assimilation and reanalysis
products (Levitus et al., 2012; Cheng et al., 2017; Merchant et al.,
2017; Storto et al., 2019), as they contribute to the products’
final uncertainty.
The terms “error” and “uncertainty” are often used
interchangeably in the literature when presenting results
from oceanographic observations and measurements. Clarity
on these definitions is important to ensure both error and
uncertainty are represented correctly (Bushnell et al., 2019).
Errors can be random or systematic, and must be corrected if
known, while uncertainty characterizes the dispersion of the
values that could reasonably be attributed to the measurand
(JCGM, 2008).
The WOD does not contain uncertainty information on
individual measurements. A dataset integrating data from many
sources (such as the WOD) is the simplest data product, from
which many other products can be derived, and the uncertainty
associated with the measurement is a starting point for
uncertainty propagation, such as described in Atkinson (2020).
IQuOD v0.1 uncertainties are estimates of the measurement
uncertainty. Creators of data assimilation and reanalysis products
have developed various tools to estimate propagation of
uncertainties from individual measurements through to the
final derived products. These estimates include not only the
uncertainty associated with the measurement, but account for
the propagation of errors and associated uncertainties to the end
product (Merchant et al., 2017). Tools developed to derive these
propagated uncertainties include validation against withheld and
independent datasets, using simple statistical techniques such
as bias, root mean square error etc, or using methods such as
objective analysis (Good et al., 2013; Storto et al., 2019). The
benefits of including uncertainty estimates on every observation
in space and time is clearly demonstrated by Merchant et al.
(2017), in their Figure 1.
Some efforts have been made to assign uncertainties and
apply uniform quality control to other climate datasets, e.g.,
sea level from satellite data (Legeais et al., 2018); sea surface
temperature (Kennedy et al., 2019); surface temperature (Morice
et al., 2021; Osborn et al., 2021); marine air temperature (Cornes
et al., 2020); humidity (Willett et al., 2020). Atkinson et al.
(2014) constructed a database of ocean surface and subsurface
observations (known as HadIOD.1.0.0.0), sourcing “accuracy”
values from the literature and representing these numbers as
random measurement uncertainty in their paper.
Historical uncertainty estimates are rarely available, recovery
of this information requires extensive research into cruise reports
and institutional records, many of which have not been digitized
or are otherwise not easily searchable. For more recent sensors,
manufacturers usually provide a nominal sensor uncertainty.
Over time, instrumentation has changed and become generally
more accurate and better calibrated, with narrower uncertainty.
However, the WOD lacks sufficient metadata to enable accurate
and consistent assignment of uncertainties. For example, only
50% of the WOD contains XBT probe type and manufacturer
information (Abraham et al., 2013; Palmer et al., 2018).
Establishing the time history of observational instrumentation
and observing practices as a function of time period, scientific
institution, geographic location and ambient conditions is an
important challenge in the provision of improved uncertainty
estimates in the future. Accurate accurate observation metadata
is crucial to this goal, in addition to related activities such as
XBT bias corrections (e.g., Cheng et al., 2016). The IQuOD
v0.1 uncertainty assignments are necessarily simplistic in their
approach, but we note the potential for more sophisticated
methods in future efforts, particularly given the advances being
made in machine learning approaches for marine observations
(e.g., Leahy et al., 2018).
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IQuOD v0.1 (The IQuOD Team, 2018) contains an
uncertainty value for every temperature record and for some
depth and salinity records. In this paper, we review the definition
of uncertainty, sources of error and uncertainty in reference
instruments, representativeness errors, instrumentation changes
over time and finally, the uncertainty values for temperature and
depth included in IQuOD v0.1.
2. DEFINITION OF UNCERTAINTY
The definition of uncertainty used here is given in the Evaluation
of measurement data—Guide to the expression of Uncertainty
in Measurement (GUM) (JCGM, 2008), which describes two
ways to determine uncertainty estimates: Type A and Type B.
Type A uncertainties are calculated empirically using summary
statistics (such as the mean and standard deviation) from
a series of observations and they are characterized by the
observed frequency distribution. As such, Type A uncertainties
are evaluated by the statistical analysis of series of observations
and are linked to random instrumental fluctuations and, to a
lesser extent, representativeness error of the observations. Type
B uncertainties are estimated using available knowledge and an
assumed probability distribution. Sources of information that can
contribute to a Type B uncertainty include expert knowledge,
calibration reports, manufacturer specifications, publications and
industry guides. The GUM indicates that the uncertainty, u,
of a quantity, y, should be represented as a standard deviation
or standard uncertainty, u(y). When the quantity to evaluate
is the result of the combination of several input quantities, its
uncertainty takes the form of a combined standard uncertainty,
uc(y). The combined uncertainty is established from variance
analysis which takes into account the covariances or correlations
between input variables. The combined uncertainty “can be
universally used to express the uncertainty of a measurement
result”, but in some cases it is necessary to define an interval
“that may be expected to encompass a large fraction of the
distribution of values that could reasonably be attributed to y”
(JCGM, 2008). “The additional measure of uncertainty that meets
the requirement of providing an interval of this kind is termed
expanded uncertainty and is denoted by U.” U is obtained by the
inclusion of a coverage factor, k.
U = kuc(y) (1)
Manufacturer’s specifications are often representative of U.
The coverage factor allows us to apply an interval about the
measurement result with a larger probability. For example, in
a Gaussian distribution, k = 2 corresponds to a probability of
95.5%, k = 3 to 99.97%, k = 4 to 99.994% and so on. The combined
standard uncertainty, uc(y), is a standard uncertainty and its
probability is 68.3%. Calibration uncertainty results are generally
expressed with a probability of 95.5%, ie:
U = 2uc(y) (2)
Whenworking with historical ocean data, it is impossible to apply
a Type A estimate since Type A estimates require that repeated
observations have been undertaken under controlled conditions.
Therefore, IQuOD uncertainty estimates are Type B, and are
considered to approximate the combined uncertainty, uc(y), with
a probability of 68.3%. Uncertainty estimates are sourced from
historical reports, journal publications, manufacturer data sheets,
and various other available resources (Table 1).
Uncertainties should not include systematic errors (i.e.,
biases) but, instead include the uncertainties remaining after
any bias correction procedures. However, when biases cannot
be corrected or well-measured, they may be included in the
uncertainty estimates to obtain an uncertainty representing the
overall error. It is also possible that manufacturer’s specifications
can include biases when they cannot be corrected. In the case
where biases are correctable, the uncertainty of the correction
should be included in the combined uncertainty estimate. In
accordance with the GUM, IQuOD aims to keep bias corrections
and uncertainties separate. Known biases in XBTs are corrected
in IQuOD v0.1, and a correction for biases in Mechanical
BathyThermographs (MBTs) can be applied to IQuOD in the
WOD select tool. All uncertainties in IQuOD v0.1 are considered
to be independent of systematic errors or biases and only contain
uncertainty after corrections are made (even if biases have not
been corrected). Accurate assignment of uncertainties is wholly
dependent on the metadata associated with each profile in the
WOD, and the lack of metadata and incorrect metadata in some
profiles will result in incorrect assignment of uncertainties to
these profiles. The uncertainty associated with these missing
metadata has not been included in the overall uncertainties.
3. REPRESENTATIVENESS ERRORS
The ocean environment is dominated by turbulent flow with
often complex fine-scale structures, and multiple spatial and
temporal scales. Representativeness errors (or representatively
or representation errors) can be described as: The extent to
which a set of measurements taken in a given space-time domain
reflect the actual conditions in the same or different space-time
domain (Nappo et al., 1981); and, the error component associated
with the representativeness of a single observation for a certain
application (Hodyss and Nichols, 2015; Janjić et al., 2018).
Here, we refer to representativeness error purely in terms of
the ability of the observational sampling to resolve the spatio-
temporal scales of interest, which is entirely independent of
measurement/instrument error.
Representativeness errors were first associated with optimal
estimation and later with data assimilation (Daley, 1994).
For the ocean reanalysis community, how well any single
observation represents the processes of interest within each
specific application is a challenging problem. In the context of
data assimilation, it is essential to estimate the representativeness
error, which is well-known to be larger than the measurement
error itself in oceanographic applications (e.g., Ingleby and
Huddleston, 2007).
The representativeness errors are intrinsically associated
with the spatial resolution of the observations, the underlying
analysis grids, the location of the hydrographic profile itself
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TABLE 1 | Overview of information obtained for each data type contained in the WOD and the source of the information.
Instrument Depth range (m), Boyer et al.
(2018b)






0.005 (0.5 for MK3 TTDR sensor) - Atkinson et al., 2014
0.5 (Mk 3 data recording tags [Wildlife
Computers, Seattle, Washington])
<2 m up to 450 m;
<4 m deeper than 450 m
Boehlert et al., 2001
0.1 (Mk 9 and Mk10 archival tags); 0.005
(CTD-SRDL, elephant seals)
2 dbar (0.3 to
0.035%*reading)/ K
Boyer et al., 2018b
CTD (downcast) 0–8,000
0.002 (0.05 for RBR instruments) 0.015% full scale Saunders et al., 1991;
Atkinson et al., 2014
0.001 - Thomson and Emery, 2014
0.001 0.015% full scale Gouretski and Reseghetti,
2010
0.001–0.005 0.015–0.08% in pressure Boyer et al., 2018b
Digital BathyThermograph 0–6,000 0.05 - Atkinson et al., 2014
Profiling Drifting Buoy 0–400
0.002–0.01 <2 dbar (SBE 43);
1% in pressure (SBE37 IM)
Boyer et al., 2018b
0.26 - Woodruff et al., 2011
Glider 0–1,200
0.002 - Atkinson et al., 2014
0.001–0.005 0.015–0.08% in pressure Boyer et al., 2018b
MBT 0–300
0.3 - Atkinson et al., 2014
0.1 - Gouretski and Reseghetti,
2010
0.2◦F 2–3% Couper and LaFond, 1969
0.1 (Soviet MBTs) - State Oceanographic
Institute, 1977
Micro BathyThermograph 0–700
0.002 (0.05 for RBR instruments) - Atkinson et al., 2014
0.002 (Seabird);
0.1 (resolution, RBR)
0.1% full scale in pressure Boyer et al., 2018b
Moored Buoy 0–6,000
0.002–0.09 - Boyer et al., 2018b
0.02–0.36 - Atkinson et al., 2014
0.3 - Woodruff et al., 2011
Ocean Station Data
(Bottle, Buckets and low
resolution STD, CTD, XCTD)
0–8,000
0.02 - Atkinson et al., 2014




2.4 dbar Davis et al., 2001; Boyer
et al., 2018b
0.002 - Atkinson et al., 2014
STD
0–1,000 (Thomson and
Emery, 2014); 0–6,000 dbar
(Molinelli and Kirwarn, 1980)
0.002 - Atkinson et al., 2014
0.15 (early models);
0.05 (later models, e.g., Plessey 9040)
- Thomson and Emery, 2014
0.02 0.25% of full scale (Plessey
STD);
0.1% full scale (Grundy
CSTD)
Molinelli and Kirwarn, 1980
Undulating Oceanic Recorders 0–350 0.01 - Atkinson et al., 2014
XBT 0–1,830
0.15 - Atkinson et al., 2014
0.2 - Kizu and Hanawa, 2002;
Gouretski and Reseghetti,
2010
0.1 (Sippican and TSK);
0.15 (Sippican Submarine probes)
2% (or 4.6 m, whichever is
greater)
Boyer et al., 2018b
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TABLE 1 | Continued
Instrument Depth range (m), Boyer et al.
(2018b)




0.02 - Atkinson et al., 2014; Boyer
et al., 2018b
0.02 (TSK) 5 m or 2% of depth Mizuno and Watanabe,
1998
0.01–0.02 - Johnson, 1995
0.012 - Elgin, 1994
0.02 post-1998 4% pre-1998 Sy, 1993
0.06 pre-1998 2% post-1998 Sy, 1998
and the complexity of processes resolved by the analysis
tools. Therefore, representativeness errors vary spatially and
temporally (Sanikommu et al., 2019). As representativeness
error is dependent on the underlying model physics and the
spatial resolution of each analysis scheme, IQuOD does not
provide estimates of representativeness error and only provides
measurement uncertainty estimates.
4. CHANGES IN INSTRUMENTATION OVER
TIME
Data collection methods for ocean temperature observations
have changed over the course of time, with instrumentation
becoming more sophisticated and generally more accurate. A
nice overview can be found in Abraham et al. (2013) and
Gould et al. (2013), and an in-depth review of early temperature
data (1749–1868) in Prestwich (1875). Early measurements were
performed with an insulated wooden bucket, measuring the
sample temperature with a mercury thermometer after the
sample was collected and brought to the surface. Early ocean
expeditions used maximum-minimum thermometers, which can
only record temperature extrema in the water column (Negretti
and Zambra, 1874). The reversing thermometer was introduced
in 1874 by Negretti and Zambra (1874), these thermometers
required careful reading and recording of the information by the
observer. Development of these thermometers has resulted in
two subtypes, unprotected and protected, and the combination
of the two enables thermometric depth determination. Since
1939, modern-day thermistors have been in use in various
instrument types (Abraham et al., 2013) including XBTs, Salinity,
Temperature, Depth (STDs), Conductivity, Temperature, Depth
(CTDs), drifting buoys, animal mounted CTDs, etc. These
later measurements have a much higher accuracy, are generally
better calibrated and therefore can be expected to have a
lower uncertainty. Even with high accuracy instrumentation,
uncertainty still varies due to calibration and collection
methodology and procedure. Not all instruments are calibrated
and not all data are collected with the same care or for the same
purpose. Uncertainty in data can also depend on the method
of recording and can change in the translation into modern
digital formats. Recording of temperature data has changed over
time from analog to digital format. For example, a digitizer for
MBT paper traces (which were first copied from smoked glass
traces) was developed in 1967 and a large number of paper
traces for many research and military institutions were digitized
by Scripps (Noble Shor, 1978). Such work continues today (T.
Rossby personal communication, 2021). Paper traces of XBT data
were collected from the beginning of the history of XBTs (1967)
and the format of these changed to digital during the 1980s
(Emery et al., 1986). Accurate digitization of temperature traces
from XBTs andMBTs was highly dependent on the positioning of
the paper/glass and the digitization method.
5. UNCERTAINTY ESTIMATES APPLIED TO
TEMPERATURE INSTRUMENT TYPES IN
IQUOD V0.1
IQuOD v0.1 contains Type B uncertainty estimates for
temperature and depth, obtained from various sources including
manufacturer specifications, journal reports and historical
publications (Table 1). A single value for every temperature
(and where available, depth) value in the IQuOD database
was determined from the information gathered. For IQuOD
v0.1, these values are categorized by instrument type, and
in some cases, year of collection and country responsible
(Table 2). The depth uncertainties are similarly assigned,
but in some cases vary with depth. The scheme used for
uncertainty assignment is currently simple, but allows for flexible
development in future releases.
The HadIOD.1.0.0.0 database of ocean surface and subsurface
observations (Atkinson et al., 2014), sourced “accuracy” values
from the literature. They mention the difficulty in determining
the definition of accuracy in the literature, but use these
values as standard deviations describing random measurement
uncertainty (a Type B method), which is the uncertainty derived
from random errors. Following on from this example, we also
assign available published values as representative of standard
deviation estimates of uncertainty in the IQuOD v0.1 release and
many of the IQuOD v0.1 temperature uncertainties (Table 1) are
those published by Atkinson et al. (2014) (their Table 1). The
WOD documentation (Boyer et al., 2018b) is also an important
source of information for this work, leading to additional
references and sources of information included in Table 1. The
derivation of assigned uncertainty estimates in IQuOD v0.1 for
each instrument grouping included in the WOD (Boyer et al.,
2018a) is discussed below.
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Bottle/Reversing thermometer 0.02 5%
CTD uncalibrated and calibration
status unknown
0.01 0.08%
CTD calibrated 0.002 0.015%
CTD animal mounted 0.005 -
CTD towed, UOR 0.01 -
DBT 0.05 -
Profiling Drifting Buoy 0.01 N/A
Glider 0.002 -
MBT 0.3 3%




Moored buoy 0.3 -
Profiling floats (pre-Argo) 0.005 -
Profiling floats (Argo***) 0.002 2.4 dbar
STD 0.002 5 m
XBT manufacturers other than
Sippican and TSK and unknown
manufacturer/type
0.2 ≤230 m: 4.6 m;
>230 m: 2%
XBT deployed from submarines or
Tsurumi-Seiki Co (TSK) manufacturer
0.15 ≤230 m: 4.6 m;
>230 m: 2%
XBT Sippican manufacturer 0.1 ≤230 m: 4.6 m;
>230 m: 2%
XCTD (pre-1998) 0.06 4%
XCTD (post-1998) 0.02 2%
***Argo profiling float data provides a standard error for each measurement for delayed-
mode (quality controlled) cycles. This information was used for the IQuOD uncertainty
value when available. The largest standard error for a variable for a cycle was applied
to each measurement of that variable in that cycle. -, Pending assignment. N/A, Not
applicable.
5.1. Bottle/Reversing Thermometers
Bottle data are included under the Ocean Station Data (OSD)
label in the WOD and consist of temperatures collected from
reversing thermometers mounted on Nansen or Niskin bottles,
early sampling bottles and buckets where temperature was
measured after collection and low-resolution CTD data (Boyer
et al., 2018b). This classification contains a wide range of
instruments that have collected data for nearly the entire
historical record. An uncertainty of ±0.02◦C for bottle data was
selected following Atkinson et al. (2014), but this might be an
under-estimate for some of the instrument types and there is
certainly room for improvement in this estimate in the future.
A correct sample depth estimation was not a trivial task
during the Nansen cast era (approximately 1910 to late 1960s
Boyer et al., 2018b). Occasionally, the length of wire sent-out,
was corrected by its angle above the surface, and was used as
a measure of sampling depth. However, the shape of the wire
at depth was unknown and certainly deviated from the vertical.
Therefore, for an unknown fraction of the casts in the WOD,
reported sample depths are target (“standard”) levels. This is
especially true for shallow Nansen casts (less than about 200
m). Early in the twentieth century the thermometric method of
sample depth was embraced by the oceanographic community.
In this method, paired pressure-protected and unprotected
reversing thermometers are used to calculate sample depth. The
paired thermometers were normally attached to a few selected
bottles (Nansen or Niskin). The first full implementation of
these techniques took place during the German South-Atlantic
Expedition 1925–27 (Emery and Zenk, 2019). Errors in sample
depth estimates could also result in systematic temperature
errors. It is important to retrieve as much accurate metadata as
possible for historical Nansen data to assist with understanding
of errors and uncertainties associated with the depths of these
temperature data. An uncertainty of 5% has been applied to bottle
and reversing thermometer depth data following (Brennecke,
1921) who indicates errors in depth in excess of 5%were common
in the era prior to reversing thermometer pairs. This uncertainty
could be refined in future IQuOD releases where metadata
become available on the specific instrument types or cruises.
5.2. MBT (Mechanical BathyThermograph)
Mechanical BathyThermographs were developed during the
1930s and temperature profiles were collected from these
instruments until the early 2000s (Couper and LaFond, 1969;
Boyer et al., 2018b). Several modified MBT devices were
developed, including the standard BT for different depth ranges,
the sediment BT, the Sea Sampler and the Submarine BT (Couper
and LaFond, 1969). The MBT instrument can be deployed from
moving vessels and data is recorded on a smoked glass plate
which is then read using a calibrated viewer (Couper and LaFond,
1969). These instruments are known to be subject to bias errors
in both temperature and pressure (Levitus et al., 2009; Gouretski
and Cheng, 2020). Corrections for biases in MBT data can be
applied to IQuOD v0.1 via the WOD Select tool. The quoted
accuracy of the temperature values ranges from 0.1 to 0.3◦C
(Couper and LaFond, 1969; State Oceanographic Institute, 1977;
Gouretski and Reseghetti, 2010; Atkinson et al., 2014). The upper
value of this range, ± 0.3◦C is selected for the uncertainty in
IQuOD v0.1. An uncertainty in depth of±3% is selected forMBT
data based on Couper and LaFond (1969), who indicate that the
MBT was designed not to exceed 2% in pressure, but that this
was not always achieved and indicate 3% depth tolerances were
acceptable in commercial temperature recording devices.
5.3. STD (Salinity, Temperature, Depth)
Salinity, Temperature, Depth instruments were developed during
the 1960s as a predecessor to, and nearly at the same time
as, the CTD instrument (Molinelli and Kirwarn, 1980; Boyer
et al., 2018b). STD instruments were manufactured early in
the 1970s by Plessey, and later, a CSTD (Conductivity, Salinity,
Temperature, Depth) instrument was produced by Grundy
(formerly Plessey), and both instruments had temperature
sensors accurate to ±0.02◦C (Molinelli and Kirwarn, 1980).
Other temperature accuracies of 0.05 and 0.15◦C are quoted
by Thomson and Emery (2014), and a much smaller accuracy
of 0.002◦C was applied to these instruments by Atkinson et al.
(2014). IQuOD v0.1 has included an uncertainty estimate of
±0.002◦C for STD instruments (including low resolution STD
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instruments in the OSD collection) after Atkinson et al. (2014).
In future releases, the temperature uncertainty for different
STD instruments will be reviewed. Depth accuracy for these
instruments is quoted as 0.25% (Plessey STD) and 0.1% (Grundy
CSTD) of full scale (Molinelli and Kirwarn, 1980). In IQuOD
v0.1 we have applied an uncertainty of ±5 m (approximately
equivalent to 0.1% at 6,000 dbar).
5.4. CTD (Conductivity, Temperature, and
Depth)
CTDs were developed at approximately the same time as the
STD, early in the 1960s (Boyer et al., 2018b). CTD calibration
became routine practice during the 1980s. Standard procedures
for calibration and deployment of CTDs were developed for the
WOCE (World Ocean Circulation Experiment) (Saunders et al.,
1991). Not all CTDs used during the WOCE period or after 1980
were SBE 911 instruments and not all have been calibrated, many
do not have metadata indicating their calibration status (Tim
Boyer, pers. comm., 2021). In addition, there are a large number
of CTD types in the WOD from different manufacturers with
varying specifications, andmuch of this information is unknown.
Saunders et al. (1991) state that an accuracy of ±0.002◦C
was sought for the WOCE CTD quality data, and we use this
value as the estimate of uncertainty for instruments with an
indication in their metadata that they have been calibrated
(including low resolution CTD data in the OSD collection). A
“best case” standard uncertainty in CTD thermistors of±0.001◦C
is indicated in Le Menn (2011), and we refer the reader to
this paper for further detail on uncertainty in conductivity
and salinity in CTDs. IQuOD assigns a value of ±0.01◦C to
uncalibrated CTD data and CTD data with no indication of
calibration status (including low resolution CTD data in the OSD
collection) following Atkinson et al. (2014).
Towed and undulating CTD data collected from moving
vessels are categorized under the Undulating Oceanographic
Recorders (UOR) section of theWOD. Recorders included in the
UOR category include CTDs, Continuous Plankton Recorders
(CPR) and some Oxygen recorders (Boyer et al., 2018b). For
CTD data collected in the UOR category, the SBE 911 was the
most common recorder used and many of the datasets have good
documentation. Uncertainty could be reduced for some of these
data after review.
CTDs have been attached to/mounted on a variety of animals
including fish, sharks, seals and other mammals. In the WOD
and IQuOD v0.1, only pinniped mounted data are included.
These data are assigned a value of ±0.005◦C after Atkinson et al.
(2014), however, higher ranges are noted for different sensors
(Table 1). We have not incorporated higher uncertainty values
in IQuODv0.1, but in future releases these values will be applied
to specific sensors.
5.5. XBT (Expendable BathyThermographs)
The XBT was designed in the mid-1960s and came into common
use for naval and research purposes after 1967. It is well-known
that there are depth and temperature biases associated with XBTs
and there is an abundance of literature on XBT biases (e.g.,
Fedorov et al., 1978; Bailey et al., 1989; Hanawa et al., 1995;
Gouretski and Koltermann, 2007; Reseghetti et al., 2007; Wijffels
et al., 2008; Abraham et al., 2012; Cowley et al., 2013; Cheng
et al., 2014, 2016; Bringas and Goni, 2015; Goni et al., 2019). Bias
corrections (Cheng et al., 2014) for XBT data have been applied
in IQuOD v0.1. In accordance with JCGM (2008), the uncertainty
estimates included in IQuOD v0.1 are independent of any biases
in the data. The uncertainty values for temperature are associated
with the XBT probe, but other potential sources of uncertainty
include the data acquisition system (Branton and Clay, 1987;
Roemmich and Cornuelle, 1987; Tan et al., 2021), pressure effects
on the thermistor (Roemmich and Cornuelle, 1987; Reseghetti
et al., 2018) and the conversion of resistance to temperature, none
of which is explicitly taken into account in IQuOD v0.1.
IQuOD has used journal publications (Table 1) and
manufacturer specification sheets (Lockheed Martin, 2013)
to derive estimates of uncertainty. In IQuOD v0.1, the
uncertainty value for XBTs varies by manufacturer (Table 2).
Intercomparison studies on the XBTs and data from TSK and
Sippican (Lockheed Martin) have revealed structural differences
in probe design, recording system circuitry and wire manufacture
practices (e.g., Kizu and Hanawa, 2002; Kizu et al., 2005, 2011;
Cowley et al., 2013). Sippican (Lockheed Martin) has indicated
a ±0.1 ◦C accuracy in temperature measurement, which is
attributed to the thermistor in the XBT probe (Francis and
Campbell, 1965). The uncertainty for XBTs deployed from
submarines or Tsurumi-Seiki Co (TSK) manufacturer has
been assigned a slightly larger uncertainty range for temperature
(±0.15◦C) than Sippican (LockheedMartin), after Atkinson et al.
(2014). For XBT manufacturers other than Sippican (Lockheed
Martin) and TSK and unknown manufacturers/probe types, a
larger temperature uncertainty value has been assigned (±0.2◦C),
as there are additional unknowns about these data, for example
the fall rate equation. After manufacturer recommendations
(Lockheed Martin, 2013), uncertainty for XBT depth is set to
4.6 m for depths less than or equal to 230 m and to 2% for
deeper depths.
In the WOD there are likely more than 45,000 temperature
profiles launched from airplanes and helicopters. The US Navy
classifies the instrument as a Sonobuoy AN / SSQ-36, but there
are different manufacturers and models with varying technical
specifications for this instrument. As manufacturer and model
information have not been provided to the WOD, it is difficult to
estimate uncertainties for these instruments. Bane and Sessions
(1984) indicate depth uncertainty ranges from 2 to 5%, and
temperature from 0.18 to 0.55◦C. In IQuOD v0.1, aerial XBT
profiles have the same uncertainties as standard XBTs based on
the manufacturer information. Identification of aerial XBTs in
the WOD will assist with assigning more accurate uncertainties
in future IQuOD releases.
5.6. XCTD (Expendable Conductivity,
Temperature, Depth)
The XCTD was introduced by Sippican in 1995 with an accuracy
of 0.03◦C and by 2000, over 10,000 of these probes were deployed
(Hannon, 2000). In 1999, the TSK XCTD design was finalized
(Hannon, 2000). Sy (1993, 1998) indicates that early Sippican
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XCTD probes did not perform to the specifications given by
the manufacturer. Hallock and Teague (1990) completed an
intercomparison of the Sippican XCTD with CTD and found
that temperature did not meet manufacturer specifications,
possibly due to a systematic calibration error. A study by
Johnson (1995) indicated that with depth correction, Sippican
XCTD probes were accurate to within ±0.01◦C on average,
with some individual probes having ±0.02◦C accuracy. Later,
probes manufactured by TSK and tested by Sy (1998) and
Mizuno and Watanabe (1998) showed better agreement with the
expected performance for XCTDs. A study completed in 1993
(Elgin, 1994) on Sippican XCTDs with a Sippican MK 12 system
found a standard deviation of ±0.012◦C. In the late 1990s, TSK
and Sippican reached an agreement to market the TSK XCTD
probe only, and Sippican ceased manufacture of their XCTD
(Hannon, 2000). However, it is likely there is data from the
Sippican XCTDs up to 2003 in the WOD. The manufacturer
information for XCTDs is not always supplied to the WOD and
IQuOD v0.1 does not differentiate probes by manufacturer when
assigning uncertainties for XCTDs. Obtaining and reviewing
original datasets could assist with improving the number of
XCTDs with probe type information, and therefore refining
the uncertainties associated with each profile. In addition,
identification of countries that only deployed a specific type
(e.g., Japan only deployed TSK XCTD probes), and the use of
intelligent metadata algorithms (e.g., Palmer et al., 2018; Leahy
et al., 2018) could assist with improved uncertainty estimates. For
now, following Sy (1993, 1998), IQuOD v0.1 XCTD uncertainties
are differentiated as±0.06◦C pre-1998, and±0.02◦C post-1998.
5.7. DBT (Digital BathyThermograph)
The Digital BathyThermograph was deployed by Japan and
Canada from 1977 to 2004 and recorded temperature and
depth/pressure measurements (Boyer et al., 2018b). The data
are recorded in the instrument and uploaded after lowering and
retrieval (Boyer et al., 2018b). The instrument accuracy reported
by Boyer et al. (2018b) is ±0.05◦C and this value has been used
for uncertainty in IQuOD v0.1. Some biases have been recorded
for these instruments (Pankajakshan et al., 2003), however these
are not accounted for in IQuOD v0.1.
5.8. Profiling Drifting Buoy
Profiling drifting buoys have been deployed in open ocean and on
ice floes and are designed to float with currents or ice movements,
returning data via satellite transmission (Boyer et al., 2018b).
Thermistors installed on drifting buoys include Seabird and YSI
for subsurface temperature measurements. The accuracies for
these instruments range from 0.002 to 0.1◦C (Boyer et al., 2018b).
The upper value of this range (±0.1◦C) has been selected as the
uncertainty for Drifting Buoy data in IQuOD v0.1.
5.9. Glider
Gliders are autonomous vehicles that are able to navigate using
GPS and are able to propel themselves underwater, moving up
and down in the water column (Eriksen et al., 2001; Rudnick
et al., 2004). They are a platform that can be equipped with
a range of oceanographic instrumentation including CTDs and
biological sensors (oxygen, chlorophyll, fluorescence, backscatter,
CDOM etc.). Gliders are capable of operating for days to months,
depending on their battery setup and energy requirements.
The uncertainty for temperature from the CTDs on gliders
is dependent on the type installed, as described in section
5.4. For gliders, we have selected an uncertainty of ±0.002◦C
after Atkinson et al. (2014), and this is based on the Seabird
instrumentation. Boyer et al. (2018b) quotes a temperature
accuracy range of 0.001 to 0.005◦C.
5.10. Micro BT (Micro BathyThermograph)
Micro BT instruments are a small collection of data in the
WOD. Both RBR and Seabird manufactured these instruments,
which have a rapid response thermistor and a strain gauge
pressure sensor and are attached to nets, cables or towed vehicles
(Boyer et al., 2018b). The uncertainty selected for all micro
BT instruments in IQuOD v0.1 (±0.002◦C) is the accuracy
for Seabird instruments (Boyer et al., 2018b). RBR quotes a
resolution of 0.1◦C, which indicates a larger uncertainty could
apply to profiles from RBR, however the metadata is not always
available to distinguish between the two manufacturers.
5.11. Moored Buoy
The moored buoy data in the WOD are sourced from various
programs including the Tropical Atmosphere Ocean/Triangle
Trans-Ocean Buoy Network (TAO/TRITON), Pilot Research
Moored Array in the Tropical Atlantic (PIRATA), Research
Moored Array for African–Asian–Australian Monsoon Analysis
and Prediction (RAMA), and Arctic/Subarctic Ocean Fluxes
(ASOF) programs (Boyer et al., 2018b). The TAO/TRITON,
RAMA and PIRATA arrays are part of the Global Tropical
Moored Buoy Array (GTMBA). Atkinson et al. (2014) assign
a temperature uncertainty for data sourced from GTMBA
and WOD of ±0.02◦C and for other moored buoy datasets,
uncertainty is set to ±0.36◦C. ICOADS 2.5.1 assigns an
uncertainty of ±0.30◦C to surface temperatures from moored
buoys (Woodruff et al., 2011). Moored buoys are capable of
carrying a large range of instrumentation. For temperature in
these fixed arrays, the instruments commonly used include
SEACAT and Seabird 37-IM and Seabird 16 CTDs (Boyer et al.,
2018b). Boyer et al. (2018b) lists accuracies ranging from 0.002
to 0.09◦C depending on the array, the instrument type, the
visit and cleaning/calibration schedule, and the location of the
instrument on the mooring. Future releases of IQuOD could
contain refined uncertainties based on the instruments used and
the depth of deployment, however, for the present, uncertainty
on moored buoy temperatures in IQuOD v0.1 is set to ±0.3◦C
after Woodruff et al. (2011).
5.12. Profiling Floats
Early profiling floats developed for tracking ocean currents
and later, as part of P-ALACE float development (Davis et al.,
2001) were fitted with YSI 46016 thermistors. The quoted
accuracy of these thermistors, 0.005◦C (Davis et al., 2001) is
used for uncertainty in IQuOD v0.1. In the case of modern-
day profiling float data from the Argo program, uncertainties
set by the investigators (for individual float cycles) are used
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directly (Argo Data Management Team, 2021). Where available,
the “*_ADJUSTED_ERROR” variables in each file are used as
uncertainty estimates in IQuOD v0.1 for temperature, salinity,
and pressure. When adjusted error information is not present,
an uncertainty of ±2.4 dbar is applied for depth and ±0.002◦C
for temperature, following the recommendation from the Argo
program (Wong et al., 2021). Some profiling floats released in
the late 1990s (early in the development of the Argo program)
are available from the Argo GDACs and so are considered part
of the Argo program. Argo floats are differentiated from early
profiling floats as they follow the Argo program specifications
and regulations. Argo floats are identified in the WOD with
second header code 91, “source database” code=7 [U.S. GODAE
server (Argo)].
5.13. Discussion
Uncertainty values (combined standard uncertainties) have
been assigned to every temperature data point in the IQuOD
v0.1 release and are available through the NCEI website via a
complete download of IQuOD v0.1 (https://doi.org/10.7289/
v51r6nsf) or the WOD Select online tool (https://www.ncei.
noaa.gov/access/world-ocean-database-select/dbsearch.html).
Uncertainties were assigned after careful consideration of
manufacturer specifications and other references, and when
considering GUM recommendations, these are assigned as Type
B uncertainties.
The WOD does not contain uncertainty information. IQuOD
v0.1 fills the gap by providing initial estimates of uncertainty.
Although these uncertainty estimates can be improved and
will be updated in future IQuOD releases, the first step has
been made in re-constructing uncertainty estimates in the v0.1
product. Bushnell et al. (2019) presented an excellent overview
of best practices in oceanographic measurements, including
uncertainty estimation from Type B sources. In future releases
of IQuOD, uncertainty estimates could be much improved
upon by following the best practice methods outlined by
Bushnell et al. (2019).
The IQuOD project’s mission is to provide a uniformly expert
quality controlled ocean temperature profile dataset. In doing
so, IQuOD will enhance historical ocean temperature profile
data with retrieved metadata, addition of intelligent metadata,
addition of uncertainty estimates and bias corrections. The
IQuOD team and associates will continue to compile and rescue
metadata to assist with improving uncertainty estimates and
bias corrections. Bias corrections are already available for XBT
data and the (Cheng et al., 2014) XBT bias correction is the
default scheme applied in IQuOD v0.1. Improvements in bias
corrections for XBT and other data (e.g., MBT) will be applied
to future IQuOD releases to enhance the quality of the historical
temperature profile dataset. Although biases and uncertainty
are treated separately in IQuOD and uncertainty is estimated
independently of any biases in data, uncertainty values could be
estimated where known biases exist.
There are several high quality datasets of ocean profile data
(e.g., Hydrobase, WOCE hydrographic and GO-SHIP datasets)
that, once incorporated with full metadata and scientific quality
flag information, will allowmore specific estimates of uncertainty
for these data. In future IQuOD database versions, we expect
uncertainties will also be a function of institute, country, project,
and known processing practices, particularly where we are unable
to source precise uncertainty information. Machine learning
techniques, similar to those used in Leahy et al. (2018), might
be employed to assist with uncertainty assignment based on
available metadata. Retrieval of metadata such as calibration
information, instrument type and uncertainty specifics from
original cruise reports and institutional documents, although a
large task, would reduce the need for such techniques to assign
missing information. We encourage and invite submissions of
such valuable information to the IQuOD project and the WOD.
Additional future improvements of the uncertainty
characterization in the IQuOD database might include several
other updates, aiming at adding specific error components for
use in data assimilation and, more specifically, in the production
of ocean reanalyses. These additional error components,
discussed below, might be provided separately to ease their use
by the data assimilation users. First, the quantification of the
uncertainty of pre-processing procedures may be included in the
error budget, especially regarding bias-correction procedures
and automatic algorithms for filling missing metadata. For
instance, initial attempts to quantify the uncertainty associated
with pre-processing procedures such as bias correction were
proposed by Atkinson et al. (2014), and could be further
expanded in the future.
Representativeness errors are not included in IQuOD. The
quantification of such error is beyond the scope of the IQuOD
project due to the intrinsic dependence of the representativeness
error on the use of the observational data. Representativeness
error depends not only on the specific scale of the oceanographic
signal measured by the individual profile, but also on the
spatial resolution and complexity of the underlying ocean
model/analysis tool. Consequently, it is customary that data
assimilation systems embed algorithms for characterizing the
representativeness error. The IQuOD v0.1 product could be
used to derive estimates of vertical representativeness errors,
which are primarily associated with the sampling rate of the
instrument (i.e., its vertical resolution), the location of mixed
layer and thermocline, and therefore can be assessed for each
individual profile (e.g., Penny et al., 2015). This can be done
either using boxcar-averaged profiles to calculate the vertically
varying representativeness error (Oke and Sakov, 2008) or
through analytical relationships based on the vertical gradients
(Penny et al., 2015) or, alternatively, using ensemble ocean
model realizations (Karspeck, 2016). Another use for the IQuOD
product would be to derive information about horizontal scale
representativeness for spatial analysis of temperature fields based
on the Objective Analysis algorithm. This particular scenario
could be addressed by tuning the objective mapping parameters,
in particular the correlation length and the error variance and
the optimal analysis grid, so as to obtain a compromise between
the real correlation length, which is difficult to obtain from the
data itself, and “gap filling.” Here, the resolution of the optimal
grid and the theoretical correlation function finally selected will
be indicative of the horizontal spatial representativeness of the
monitoring network (e.g., the distribution of temperature casts
per decade if the target were a global decadal climatology). Due
to increasing data coverage and instrument accuracy over time,
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the ability to represent the horizontal scales of the temperature
field would increase progressively from the pre-digital era, when
data were sparse and instrument errors the largest.
Uncertainty estimates are a fundamental component of any
data assimilation, and therefore, providing accurate uncertainty
estimates is crucial to future improvements both for state
estimates and for production of ensemble data assimilation
products, e.g., ensemble reanalyses, where the prior knowledge
of the observational errors is used to perturb the analysis step of
the ensemble system (e.g., Burgers et al., 1998).
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